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Why VELUX?

VELUX Commitment
Our commitment is to ensure a worry free skylight
experience and that our support goes beyond our
product performance and warranty; we also offer:
• Bilingual customer service staff
• Local Canadian offices with showroom and support
in Oakville, ON and Port Coquitlam, BC
• National list of VELUX certified installers and skylight
specialists available online at www.velux.ca
• Installers trained and certified by VELUX provide peace
of mind installation and a minimum 5 year warranty on
their installations
By choosing VELUX Skylights and Sun Tunnels, you are
choosing the brand that delivers the highest quality and
most reliable products on the market. To see how a skylight
can transform your home, download the VELUX Skylight
Planner on your smartphone from www.velux.ca.

Designed for all
Canadian climates
www.velux.ca 3

Why VELUX?
Blinds

NEW! Colour blinds now available
Make a design statement with VELUX
skylights and blinds

Sunscreening accessories for
comfort and style
VELUX blinds are an ideal way to
control the amount of daylight
entering the home. They can also help
provide added heat control to create
comfortable indoor environments.
An array of colour blinds are now
available for skylights. Imagine the
endless opportunities for creating
spectacular environments with natural
light and a décor statement with new
sun shading accessories from VELUX.
Ask about our pre-installed blind option: Have your skylight
delivered with a blind pre-installed, simplifying installation
while providing instant light control and additional beauty.
4 VELUX

Blind installation options
Pick & Click!

Pre-installed

Choose to have your blinds
pre-installed by VELUX for an
additional $25 per skylight.

Pre-mounted brackets make
installation of blinds a snap.
Simply choose a blind and
snap into place.

Available colours
Blackout blind options

Karim pink

Karim grey

Dark Blue

Beige

White

Roller blind options

Dark Blue

Beige

White
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Why VELUX?

Dramatic rooms with health
benefits and fresh air!
Including VELUX skylights and Sun Tunnels in your renovation
or new home design adds beauty as well as value. Skylights
and Sun Tunnels create an architectural statement that will
bring drama to any room.
The health benefits of having abundant natural light and
fresh air in indoor environments are well documented. People
generally feel better, are more energetic, more focused and
sleep better.
Natural ventilation allows fresh air to circulate through
the home. An open skylight can take advantage of the
stack effect which releases hot air accumulating at the
ceiling while bringing cooler, fresh air in through windows.
Introducing cooler air in the home also reduces the need for
air conditioning.
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Healthy Environments & Ventilation
Venting skylights open to produce a “passive air conditioner”,
reducing electrical needs for A/C. Through the chimney effect,
warm stale air is drawn up and out through the venting skylight
providing a cooling effect and fresh air throughout the house.
Model Recommendation
Electric Venting Skylight with
Remote Control

TIP:

Benefit from ventilation by alternating
venting and fixed models when installing
multiple skylights.

Reduce Electrical Consumption
Skylights cut down the need for electric lighting. Skylights
provide 100% more natural light than vertical windows and
200% more than dormers.
Model Recommendation
Fixed Skylights

TIP:

Consider adding blinds in order to control
the amount of daylight entering the home
throughout the day.

Function & Privacy
Skylights provide abundant natural light that transforms
conventional rooms into splendid spaces while adding value
to your home. They also provide privacy and natural light
in bathrooms, especially in areas where homes are built
close together.

Model Recommendation
Sun Tunnel Skylights

TIP:

Sun Tunnels are ideal for smaller spaces.
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How to Choose

by Project Requirements

New Home or Renovation
Deck Mounted Skylights
When starting a new
project consider using
deck mounted skylights.
Models: VSE | VS | FS
• The No Leak Skylight™
with 3 layers of water
protection for years of
leak proof performance
• Pre-painted white frames
save time and money
• Energy Star® approved

Specialty Deck Mounted
Skylights
Designed specifically for
replacing old non-VELUX
skylights (FSR) or for new
home construction with
trusses (FS Truss).
Models: FSR | FS Truss
• FSR series ideal for
replacing skylights (such
as self-flashed) with little
interior work needed
• FS Truss series designed to
specifically work with 24”
on center truss roofs
• Energy Star® approved

8 VELUX

Replacement Project

Small Space Project

Curb Mounted Skylights
Provides a quick and easy
solution for replacing plastic
bubbles with quality glass
VELUX skylights.

Sun Tunnel Skylights
Ideal for small rooms where
a skylight is not an option.

Models: VCE | VCM | FCM

• Installs quickly and easily
and delivers abundant
natural light

• Ideal energy efficient
upgrade
• Easily fits over existing
curbs
• Custom sizes available
(FCM only)

Models: T
 MR | TGR | TCR
TMF | TGF

• 10 Year Warranty on
manufacturer defects
• Optional light kit available
for night time use.
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How to Choose

Consider Roofing Design
Your ceiling style and framing configuration determines how
your skylight shaft can be constructed. The skylight shaft can
have a major impact on the way daylight is delivered and on
the architectural drama of your room.
Light shaft and installation techniques

Flat Ceilings
A light shaft lets natural
light into rooms with flat
ceilings and sloped roofs.

Cathedral Ceilings
Skylights installed in
high sloped ceilings add
visual space and create
architectural drama.

Flat Or Low-Sloped Roofs
Roof curbs allow skylights
to be installed on flat or
low-sloped roofs.

Sloped Walls
A flared light shaft spreads
sunlight across rooms with
sloped walls.

Roof Construction Techniques

Rafters
For homes built with rafters
typically 16" on center,
VELUX offers an array of
suitable widths including
15 5⁄16" and 30 9⁄16".

10 VELUX

Trusses
For homes built with trusses
typically 24" on center,
VELUX offers skylights
with widths of 21 1⁄2",
23 5⁄16" and 44 3⁄4", which
are specifically designed
to fit between trusses.

How to Choose

Detailed Product Overview
Deck mounted installation –
Preferred installation method
Skylight with insulated glass lens,
built-in wood frame combined with
protective cladding mounts directly
to the roof deck.
Engineered flashings integrate with
roofing material to provide the most
weathertight installation available
(sold separately).

Curb mounted installation
Skylight with insulated glass lens,
combined with a durable metal frame;
underside rubber gasket allows
mounting directly to a site-built curb
without sealants. Also ideal for flat
roof applications.
Matched engineered flashings
are available for stock sizes to fit
site-built curbs and integrate with
roofing material for a weathertight
installation (sold separately).
Note: VELUX manufactures an energy
efficient curb mount skylight. However
the site built curb compromises
Energy Star® ratings.
Sun Tunnel Skylight installation
VELUX Sun Tunnel Skylights with UV
resistant dome and diffuser, reflective
tunnel, and one-piece flashing system;
mounts to the roof deck.
Proven to provide consistent, longterm, natural light with patented
design features that make installation
from roof to ceiling easier than
ever before.
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Deck Mounted Skylights
Absolutely Watertight

*For more information about the no leak
skylight, visit www.thenoleakskylight.com

12 VELUX

The VELUX deck mounted product family is designated
The No Leak Skylight™. It carries a warranty of 20 years on
glass, 10 years on parts and labour, and 5 years on blinds and
controls. Features include:
• 3
 layers of water protection.
• Advanced LoE 3 glass for better energy efficiency,
higher visible light transmittance, and improved solar
heat gain performance.
• Pre-finished interior white frames and sashes.
• Low roof profile with a curved architectural design.
• Neutral grey exterior roof cladding blends with most
roof materials.
• Integrated gaskets drain condensation to the outside.

3 Layers of Water Protection
1. D
 eck Seal
The pre-attached deck seal provides a seal between
the frame and roof deck preventing water and air
infiltration.
2. I mproved Roofing Underlayment
Adhesive underlayment for secondary water protection
against the harshest weather conditions.
3. I mproved Step Flashing
Engineered flashing for easy installation and primary
water protection. Proven to be the best on the market.

www.velux.ca 13

Deck Mounted Skylights
Ideal for renovations
and new homes

14 VELUX

Deck Mounted Models
VSE | Electric Venting Skylight

The perfect daylighting solution for overhead applications. The
VSE brings in abundant natural light and opens to let in fresh air
with the touch of a button. Includes rain sensors that close the
skylight automatically in case of rain.
• Ideal for kitchens, bathrooms or any other room requiring
ventilation.
• Self programming RF (radio frequency) remote with
advanced control options included.
• Insect screen included.
• Single hard wire connects into a standard junction box.
• Provides years of reliable watertight performance with
3 layers of water protection.
• Superior LoE3 glass coating provides heat control for
year-round comfort and energy savings.
• Pre-wired
brackets for simple blind
installation or order blinds pre-installed.
• Engineered flashing kit sold separately.
www.velux.ca 15

Deck Mounted Models
VS | Manual Venting Skylight

An economical solution for bringing abundant natural light and
fresh air into the home, the VS manual venting skylight also
contributes to a home’s proper moisture balance and comfort
level by allowing stale, humid air to be released.
• Ideal for kitchens, bathrooms or any other room
requiring ventilation.
• Opens and closes manually with VELUX control rods when
out of reach or handle when within reach (sold separately)*.
• Insect screen included.
• Provides years of reliable watertight performance with
3 layers of water protection.
• Superior LoE3 glass coating provides heat control for
year-round comfort and energy savings.
• Pre-wired
brackets for simple blind
installation or order blinds pre-installed.
• Engineered flashing kit sold separately.

*See page 30 for control accessory options.
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FS | Fixed Skylight

An economical choice for visually expanding dark areas that
can be transformed with daylight and sky views.
• Ideal for hallways, stairwells or other closed-in dark spaces.
• Provides years of reliable watertight performance with
3 layers of water protection.
• Superior LoE3 glass coating provides heat control for
year-round comfort and energy savings.
• Pre-wired
brackets for simple blind installation
or order blinds pre-installed.
• FSR model is designed to match existing construction
with little interior trim needed.
• Engineered flashing kit sold separately.
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Roof Windows

For within reach applications

18 VELUX

Roof Window Models

GGU | Pivoting Roof Window
• For within reach installations
such as attics and bonus rooms.
• Ventilation flap opens for
limited ventilation.
• Window swivels 180° in
its frame for easy and safe
cleaning.
• Timber core with moulded white
polyurethane finish.
• Optional insect screen available.

GPU | Top Hinged Roof Window
• Opens to a 45° angle to
satisfy egress requirements
for emergency escape (check
with local building code).
• Provides a dramatic,
uninterrupted view.
• Window rotates 180° and
locks in place for easy and
safe cleaning of outer pane.
• Timber core with moulded
white polyurethane finish.
• Ventilation flap opens for
limited ventilation.
• Optional insect screen available.
www.velux.ca 19

Curb Mounted Skylights
Ideal for Replacement Projects
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Curb Mounted Models
VCE | Electric Venting Skylight
Mounted on a site built curb,
the VCE brings in abundant
natural light and opens with
the touch of a button to
let in fresh air and closes
automatically in case of rain.

• Programmable RF remote with advanced control options
included.
• Single hard wire connects into a standard junction box.
• Insect screen included.
• Pre-installed
brackets for blinds.

VCM | Manual Venting Skylight
Mounted on a site built curb,
the VCM is an economical
solution for bringing natural
light and fresh air into the
home.

• Open and close manually with VELUX control rods when
out of reach or handle when within reach (sold separately).
• Insect screen included.
• Pre-installed
brackets for blinds.

FCM | Fixed Skylight
The FCM curb mounted fixed
skylight is sized to work with
most types of site-built curbs,
whether they’re slightly outof-square, pre-existing, or
surrounded by unusually thick
flashing and roofing material.

• Integrated gasket provides a thermal break for energy
efficiency and seals out water, wind and hassles for years.
• Wide range of stock and custom sizes available.
• Optional sunscreen accessory tray for standard site-built
curbs allows for installation of VELUX
blinds.
www.velux.ca 21

Sun Tunnel Skylights
Ideal for Small Spaces

Before
22 VELUX

Complete Roof-to-Ceiling
Daylighting System
Sunlight
is captured
Light
travels
through
highly
reflective
tube

Light is distributed in room

Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•

An energy efficient source of bright natural light
Superior weatherability
Easy and fast installation
Dual frosted diffuser provides even light
distribution, preventing hot spots
• 10 year warranty against manufacturer’s defects,
rust, corrosion and deterioration.
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Rigid Models – Maximum light output
The rigid Sun Tunnel Skylight features a highly reflective
tunnel that provides brighter, whiter natural light output in
any application. This makes the rigid Sun Tunnel Skylight
great for most applications, even those with long tunnel runs
or in areas with less sunlight.
• 4’ of tunnel included in 10” kit (14’ max length)
• 4’ of tunnel included in 14” kit (18’ max length)
• 14" TCR model available for flat roof applications.
Contact VELUX for details.

TMR | Rigid pitched flashing units
• Pitched flashing provides optimum
angle for gathering light from all
directions.
• For installation on all roof exposures.
• Available in 10" and 14".

TGR | Rigid low profile flashing units
• Low profile flashing provides an
integrated look with the roofline.
• Ideal for South facing roofs.
• Available in 10" and 14".

Optional Accessories – For both models
ZTL | Electric light kit

ZTK | Lightblock Shade (manual)

Allows you to use the Sun
Tunnel Skylight as a light
source even at night.

Allows you to block the
light emitted by the
Sun Tunnel Skylight.
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Flexible Models – Easily installed
The flexible Sun Tunnel Skylight can be installed quickly
around attic obstructions, making it the easiest tubular
product to install.
• 8’ of tunnel included in 14” kit (8’ max length)
• 6’ of tunnel included in 21” kit (12’ max length)

TMF | Flexible pitched flashing units
• Pitched flashing provides optimum
angle for gathering light from all
directions.
• For installation on all roof exposures.
• Available in 14" only.

TGF | Flexible low profile flashing units
• Low profile flashing provides an
integrated look with the roofline.
• Ideal for South facing roofs.
• Available in 14" or 21".

ZTB | Lovegrove lamp

TLR | Flat glass flashing

The Sun Tunnel lamp by
Lovegrove works to softly
distribute natural light
throughout your room. Winner
of 2010 red dot award.

Low profile glass design
creates sleek appearance on
any roofline. Available in 14”
rigid model only. Ideal for
South facing roofs.
www.velux.ca 25

Flashing Systems

Engineered flashing is
required for leak-proof
performance on all skylights.
Flashing kits are available
for all models of VELUX
skylights and help make
installation easy and ensure
water protection. The deck
mounted flashing kit includes
adhesive underlayment and
step flashing for the 2nd and
3rd layers of protection.
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Shingles/shakes
• Step flashing pieces
interweave with roofing
material for proper water
drainage.
• Additional step pieces (ZZZ
200) are required for shakes
and other thick roofing
materials.
• For deck mounted (EDL)
or curb mounted (ECL)
skylights.

For combi applications
• Can be used to install
multiple skylights in groups
for dramatic results.
• Only manufacturer to
offer flashing for grouped
skylights with under 12"
of space.
• See dealer or VELUX Price
List for details.

Metal roofing panels
• Flashing pieces interlock
with roofing material
for a fast, weathertight
installation.
• Sill apron features pliable
pleats that form to the roof.
• For deck mounted (EDM)
skylights.
Tile roofing &
interlocking roofing
• Patented sill flashing
features pliable pleats that
form to most types of tile.
• Side and head flashing
pieces form a gutter to
direct water away from
the skylight.
• For deck mounted (EDW)
or curb mounted (ECW)
skylights.

Deck mount low slope
flashing - ECB
• Required when installing a
deck mount skylight on a
flat or low slope roof.
• Contact VELUX for curb
drawing.
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Why Blinds ?

Blinds are an ideal way
to control the amount of
daylight entering the home
and help provide added
heat control. (FCM model
requires Accessory Tray).
All VELUX skylights
come with pre-installed
brackets; for
simplified blind installation.

28 VELUX

Blind Options
Blackout Blind

Roller Blind

• Blackout blind blocks
the light.
• Available in solar, electric
or manual operation.
• Reduces light by 98%.
• Colour: White, Beige,
Dark Blue, Karim Pink
and Karim Grey

• Roller blind helps diffuse
the light.
• Available in solar, electric
or manual operation.
• Reduces light by 70%.
• Colour: White, Beige and
Dark Blue

Venetian Blind

Solar Powered Blind

•V
 enetian blind offers the
most control over direction
and amount of light.
• Available in electric or
manual operation.
• Reduces light by 91%.
• Colour: White

• Blind is powered by a
battery charged by
solar cells.
• No wiring required, simply
snap into place.
• Operated using keypad
(included).
• Available in blackout or roller.

Available for most models. Call VELUX for details.
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Accessories
KLR 100 | Advanced RF
(radio frequency) remote
Advanced RF technology allows the user
to operate skylights and blinds from
anywhere within the house.
• Operate skylights and blinds individually
or as part of a group.
• Create programs to control the skylight
and blind automatically based on time of
day, day of the week, or month of the year.
• Set the skylight to close automatically
after a certain period of time after opening.

KLI 110 | RF keypad
Simple operation of skylights and blinds.
• RF technology allows the user to operate
skylights and blinds from anywhere in
the room.
• Operates wirelessly.
• Can be wall mounted.

ZZZ 199 | Sunscreening
Accessory Tray
(Required for FCM models only)

The tray has
brackets
built in to provide access to a wide
range of blinds and controls for fixed
curb mount skylights.
• Installation of the sunscreening
accessory tray is fast and easy.
• It can be installed in new or
existing applications.
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KLF 100 | Home automation
integration kit
Provides two advanced functions: it acts
as a repeater that extends the RF range
for large spaces as well as an interface
unit which allows operation via external
systems in your home.

KLB 100 | Battery backup
Allows limited operation of VSE and VCE
skylights during a power failure.

ZXT 200 | 3’–6’ telescopic rod
A telescopic rod for operation of manual
blinds out of reach.

ZCT 300 | 6’–10’ telescopic rod
A telescopic rod operates manual venting
skylights with a smooth-turning operation.

ZZZ 201 | Crank handle
A crank handle that operates within reach
manual venting skylights.
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Warranty Summary
This Warranty applies to products manufactured as
of January 1st, 2010.
VELUX Skylights & Roof Windows
10 YEARS: 	Parts and labour* for defective
skylights, roof windows and flashings.
20 YEARS: 	Parts (labour not included) on seal
failure (moisture between glass panes).
VELUX Solar Water Heating System
10 YEARS: 	Parts on collectors (labour not included)
5 YEARS: 	Parts on tank and components
(labour not included)

VELUX Glass
Advanced LoE3 protective coating provides maximum daylight
and heat control for year-round comfort and energy savings.
20 year warranty on seal failure included. ComfortPlus glass
for roof windows includes a single layer of LoE.

Glass Option
Comfort glass consists of tempered safety
glass triple-coated with LoE, dual-sealed and
injected with Argon gas. This quality glass
provides excellent energy efficiency, thermal
performance and protects against the sun’s
fade-causing UV rays.

ComfortPlus glass consists of tempered
safety glass triple-coated with LoE,
dual-sealed and injected with Argon gas;
Plus a laminated pane for added safety
and protection from fade-causing UV rays.

EnergyPlus glass consists of tempered
safety glass over an interior pane of thicker
laminated, LoE 3, argon-gas filled glass
designed for safety and energy efficiency
providing three times more protection
against solar heat gain.
Other glazings available - call for details
32 VELUX

Please contact VELUX for warranty information for
product manufactured prior to 2010.
VELUX Sun Tunnel Skylights
10 YEARS:	Parts and labour* (corrosion
and deterioration).
VELUX Electrical Systems, Sunscreening
Accessories & Commercial Skylights
5 YEARS: 	Parts (labour not included) for electrical
systems and sunscreening accessories.

* Limited labour warranty, contact VELUX for details.

Benefits of VELUX Glass
Comfort, ComfortPlus* and EnergyPlus* glass
Comfort
Glass

ComfortPlus EnergyPlus
Glass*
Glass*

Heat gain: Ensure
indoor comfort during
summer months.

•

•

•

Heat loss: Provide
insulation to retain
indoor heat for energy
savings.

•

•

•

Total Fading: Protect
interiors from the sun’s
fade-causing rays.

79%

83%

83%

UV Protection

95%

99%

99%

Safety: Laminated
inner pane for safety
and security.

•

•

Sound: Insulation
against
outdoor noise.

•

•

*Thicker laminated pane provides additional safety and sound protection.
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Sizes
Deck Mounted Models
VSE | Electric Venting Skylight
VS | Manual Venting Skylight
Size code

Outside frame (W” x H”)

Rough opening (W” x H”)

C01

21 1⁄2 x 27 3⁄8

21 x 26 7⁄8

C04

21 1⁄2 x 38 3⁄8

21 x 37 7⁄8

C06

21 1⁄2 x 46 1⁄4

21 x 45 3⁄4

C08

21 1⁄2 x 54 15⁄16

21 x 54 7⁄16

M04

30 9⁄16 x 38 3⁄8

30 1⁄16 x 37 7⁄8

M06

30 9⁄16 x 46 1⁄4

30 1⁄16 x 45 3⁄4

M08

30 9⁄16 x 54 15⁄16

30 1⁄16 x 54 7⁄16

S01

44 3⁄4 x 27 3⁄8

44 1⁄4 x 26 7⁄8

S06

44 3⁄4 x 46 1⁄4

44 1⁄4 x 45 3⁄4

Outside frame (W” x H”)

Rough opening (W” x H”)

FS | Fixed Skylight
Size code
A06

15 1⁄4 x 46 1⁄4

14 1⁄2 x 45 3⁄4

C01

21 1⁄2 x 27 3⁄8

21 x 26 7⁄8

C04

21 1⁄2 x 38 3⁄8

21 x 37 7⁄8

C06

21 1⁄2 x 46 1⁄4

21 x 45 3⁄4

C08

21 1⁄2 x 54 15⁄16

21 x 54 7⁄16

C12

21 1⁄2 x 70 3⁄4

21 x 70 1⁄4

D26*

23 1⁄4 x 23 7⁄16

22 1⁄2 x 22 15⁄16

D06*

23 1⁄4 x 46 1⁄4

22 1⁄2 x 45 3⁄4

M02

30 9⁄16 x 30 1⁄2

30 1⁄16 x 30

M04

30 9⁄16 x 38 3⁄8

30 1⁄16 x 37 7⁄8

M06

30 9⁄16 x 46 1⁄4

30 1⁄16 x 45 3⁄4

M08

30 9⁄16 x 54 15⁄16

30 1⁄16 x 54 7⁄16

S01

44 3⁄4 x 27 3⁄8

44 1⁄4 x 26 7⁄8

S06

44 3⁄4 x 46 1⁄4

44 1⁄4 x 45 3⁄4

*FS truss series. Also available in FSR model.
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Curb Mounted Models
VCE | Electric Venting Skylight
VCM | Manual Venting Skylight
Size code

Inside curb (W” x H”)

Outside curb (W” x H”)

2222

22 1⁄2 x 22 1⁄2

25 1⁄2 x 25 1⁄2

2234

22 1⁄2 x 34 1⁄2

25 1⁄2 x 37 1⁄2

2246

22 1⁄2 x 46 1⁄2

25 1⁄2 x 49 1⁄2

3030

30 1⁄2 x 30 1⁄2

33 1⁄2 x 33 1⁄2

3046

30 1⁄2 x 46 1⁄2

33 1⁄2 x 49 1⁄2

3434

34 1⁄2 x 34 1⁄2

37 1⁄2 x 37 1⁄2

4646

46 1⁄2 x 46 1⁄2

49 1⁄2 x 49 1⁄2

FCM | Fixed Skylight (Can be turned sideways)
Size code

Inside curb (W” x H”)

Outside curb (W” x H”)

1430

14 1⁄2 x 30 1⁄2

17 1⁄2 x 33 1⁄2

1446

14 1⁄2 x 46 1⁄2

17 1⁄2 x 49 1⁄2

2222

22 1⁄2 x 22 1⁄2

25 1⁄2 x 25 1⁄2

2230

22 1⁄2 x 30 1⁄2

25 1⁄2 x 33 1⁄2

2234

22 1⁄2 x 34 1⁄2

25 1⁄2 x 37 1⁄2

2246

22 1⁄2 x 46 1⁄2

25 1⁄2 x 49 1⁄2

2270

22 1⁄2 x 70 1⁄2

25 1⁄2 x 73 1⁄2

3030

30 1⁄2 x 30 1⁄2

33 1⁄2 x 33 1⁄2

3046

30 1⁄2 x 46 1⁄2

33 1⁄2 x 49 1⁄2

3434

34 1⁄2 x 34 1⁄2

37 1⁄2 x 37 1⁄2

4646

46 1⁄2 x 46 1⁄2

49 1⁄2 x 49 1⁄2

Sun Tunnel Skylights

Diameter

Diameter

Diameter
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Need an installer?
Call or visit our website to find
a VELUX Certified Installer
close to you.

Head Office
VELUX Canada Inc.
2740 Sherwood Heights Dr.
Oakville, ON
L6J 7V5

Western Office
VELUX Canada Inc.
#305-1515 Broadway St.
Port Coquitlam, BC
V3C 6M2

Phone: 1 800-888-3589
Fax:
1 800-898-3589

Web: www.velux.ca
Email: velux-cdn@velux.com
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